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Duplicate Detection
Many public comments are form letters or edited form letters

Real grassroots or “astroturf” created by interest groups



What if it were all paper?

Past research focuses on the mercury dataset
530,000+ emails, all plain text
Many duplicative (similar & identical) comments

If all 1.8 gigabytes were on paper (which it is)
… it would weigh 5,350 pounds (about 2.7 tons)
… it would make a stack 214 feet high























What kinds of words

add meaning?







































Duplicate - Exact

 

The EPA should require power 

plants to cut mercury pollution 

by 90% by  2008. These 

reductions are consistent with 

national standards for other  

pollutants and achievable 

through available pollution -

control  technology.  

 

The EPA should require power 

plants to cut mercury pollution 

by 90% by  2008. These 

reductions are consistent with 

national standards for other  

pollutants and achievable 

through available pollution -

control  technology.  

 



Near Duplicate - Block Edit

 

 

 

The EPA should require power plants 

to cut mercury pollution by 90% by 

2008. These reductions are 

consistent with national standards 

for other pollutants and achievable 

through available pollution -control 

technology.  

 

 

 

I urge the EPA to require controls  

at all power plants to stop mercury 

pollution. The health of our air and 

water, and especially our children is 

by far more important than any 

political agenda.  

 

The EPA should require power plants 

to cut mercury pollution by 90% by 

2008. These reductions are 

consistent with national standards 

for other pollutants and achievable 

through available pollution -control  

technology.  

 

 



Near Duplicate - Minor Change

 

I am writing to urge you to take 

prompt action to clean up 

mercury and other toxic air 

pollution from power plants. 

EPA's current  proposals allow  

far ore mercury pollution than 

what the Clean Air Act allows, 

while at the same time fail to 

address over six ty other 

hazardous air  pollutants like 

dioxin.  

 

 

 

I am writing to urge you to take 

prompt action to clean up mercury 

and  

other toxic air pollution from the 

power plants. EPA’s  proposals 

permit  far more mercury pollution 

than what the Clean Air Act allow s, 

while at the same time fail to 

address over sixty other hazardous 

air  pollutants like dioxin.  

 

 

 



Minor Change + Block Edit
As someone who cares about protecting the 

health of children and  our  

environment , I am deeply concerned  about 

the mercury contamination of our lakes and 

streams. Mercury descends from polluted 

air into water and then works its way up 

the food chain. It is especially dangerous 

to people and wildlife that consume large 

amounts of fish.  

I urge you to reconsider your agency’s  

approach and require power plants   to 

reduce their emissions of mercury to the 

greatest extent possible. his is what the 

federal law req uires, and also what the 

people and wildlife of this country deserve.  

 

Thank you for your consideration.  

 

 

As someone who cares about protecting our wildlife and 

wild places , I am deeply upset  about the mercury 

contamination of our lakes and streams. Mercu ry 

descends from polluted air into water and then works its 

way up the food chain. It is especially  

 dangerous to people and wildlife that consume large 

amounts of fish.  

 

Specifically, I am concerned that EPA is proposing a 

cap-and -trade system to manage m ercury emissions. 

Under such a system, not all plants would have to reduce 

their harmful  

 missions of mercury and some could even increase! This 

approach   =s unacceptable for dealing with such a toxic 

pollutant – which  is precisely why the Clean Air Act 

does not allow it.  I urge you to reconsider your approach 

and require power plants to reduce heir emissions of 

mercury to the greatest extent possible. This is what 

the federal law requires, and also what the people and 

wildlife of this country deserve.  

 

Thank you for your consideration . 

 

 

 



Near Duplicate - Block Reordering

 

Dear Environmental Protection Agency,  

 

The EPA should require power plants to cut 

mercury pollution by 90% by 2008. These 

reductions are consistent with national 

standards for other pollutants and 

achievable through available pollution -

control  

technology.  

 

I urge the EPA to require controls at all 

power plants to stop mercury pollution. The 

health of our air and water, and especially 

our children is by far more important than 

any political agenda.  

 

 

 

Dear Environmental Protection Agency,  

 

I urge the EPA to require controls at all power plants to 

stop mercury pollution. The health of our air and water, 

and especially our children is by far more important than 

any political agenda.  

 

The EPA should require power plants to cut mercury 

pollution by 90% by 2008. T hese reductions are consistent 

with national standards for other pollutants and achievable 

through available pollution -control  

technology.  

 

 



Near Duplicate - Key Block
 

The EPA should require 

power plants to cut mercury 

pollution by 90% by 2008.  

 

 

 

American citizens need to stand up for their rights. 

Which means the  

freedom to pursue life, liberty, health, and happiness. 

Everybody has the right to wake up each morning and 

breath the freshest air that this green earth   can 

provide us, not what some government organization 

says that we need to put up with because they want 

their standards so lax. This is a democracy, by the 

people, for the people, not what Bush decides b ecause 

it suits his mood. It concerns me to see so many people 

that I care about every day trying so hard to live with 

the mental and neurological problems that they have 

acquired, or were born with due to mercury poisoning.  

 

The EPA should require power plants to cut mercury 

pollution by 90% by 2008.   
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File    Tools    Help

pro (21,349)
“pollution” (11,003)
”efficiency” (9,812)
“safe” or ”safety” (534)
…

guarded pro (4,661)
“energy” (3,660)
“safe” or “safety” (1,001)
…

anti (8,177)
“cost”, “expense”
(7,314)
“paperwork” (688)
“autonomy”  (175)
…

guarded anti (758)
“cost” (500)
“difficult” (258)
…

Main Opinions Structuring navigation

for “smart” drill-downs



Display Ideas

Grouped by opinion and
writer type
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Con Pro
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Par 2.2(a1)
Con:

150, 818: “impossible to maintain”
272: “too expensive for elderly”

Pro:

169, 213, 391, 392, 394: “already being
done in Alaska”
18: “extend to children”

Xxx xx xxx xx x xxx
x xxx
Xx xxxx x xxx x
xxxxxxx x
Xxxxx x xx xxxx x
X xx xxxx x xxxx x
xxx
Xxxx xxxx x xxxx
xxxx xxx
Xxx xxx xxxxxxx x
xxx xx x
Xx xx xxxx x

Xxx xx xxx xx x xxx
x xxx
Xx xxxx x xxx x
xxxxxxx x
Xxxxx x xx xxxx x
X xx xxxx x xxxx x
xxx
Xxxx xxxx x xxxx
xxxx xxx
Xxx xxx xxxxxxx x
xxx xx x
Xx xx xxxx x

Xxx xx xxx xx x xxx
x xxx
Xx xxxx x xxx x
xxxxxxx x
Xxxxx x xx xxxx x
X xx xxxx x xxxx x
xxx
Xxxx xxxx x xxxx
xxxx xxx
Xxx xxx xxxxxxx x
xxx xx x
Xx xx xxxx x

Grouped by topic and
cross-correlated









Our application sorts the
e-mail into major message
groups and sub-groups
automatically



The Biggest NRDC Sub-Groups



The 2nd Biggest NRDC Sub-Group



The 3rd Biggest NRDC Sub-Group
with Deleted Text Shown



The 5th Biggest NRDC Sub-Group



5th Largest NRDC Sub-Group Disaggregated



The Biggest Defenders of Wildlife Sub-Groups



The 2nd Biggest Defenders Sub-Group



The smallest NRDC sub-groups

























Thank-you!

Dr. Stuart W. Shulman
University of Pittsburgh

Shulman@pitt.edu (e-mail)
http://shulman.ucsur.pitt.edu (home page)

412.624.3776 (voice)


